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 This week at my second week of interning for Oscar de la Renta I got to see the firsts of 
the Spring 2019 collection. My first task of the week was first learning how to do embroidery 
descriptions. I worked on entering the embroidery descriptions into GCS which is the system Oscar 
de la Renta uses to keep track of each piece created. I then worked on entering in the descriptions 
to the embroidery description presentation that is presented to customers. The embroidery 
description includes instructions on how the embroidery was made, how long it took, and why it 
was added to the garment. I appreciated this embroidery task because I got to learn more about 
embroideries than I ever would have learned in the classroom. Oscar de la Renta produces multiple 
pieces with embroidery, therefore it was very helpful task that allowed me to learn more about 
their embroideries for future reference. My next task was to look through the previous Spring 
collections to get my baring on all the tasks that will be performed for the 2019 collection. I got to 
sit in on a design team meeting and see what the inspiration, theme, and customer profile of the 
collection was. I also go to see the calendar timeline of when their sketches have to be done, their 
fabric and embroidery selection, and more. After the meeting the design team got to work and 
started producing their sketches. When the sketches were done they scanned them to me and then 
I cropped, edited, and saved the scan as a photo and began entering them into GCS. In GCS I 
entered the style number, the sketch photo for reference, the vendor, season, division, commodity 
code, body reference, and design reference. After entering the new designs into GCS I then went 
into excel and made a collection by silhouette page. The collection by silhouette page breaks down 
the collection into categories of pieces such as gowns, day dresses, cocktail dresses, blouses, pants, 
jackets, coast, and caftans. In each section I entered in the style number, body reference, design 
reference, vendor, and the sketch. I created this sheet for the silhouettes and another sheet of the 
export information from GCS to easily use vlookup to save time when completing this task. Once 
I put all the information in I then organized each category by the silhouette of the sketch rather 
than reference numbers. I started with slimmer fitting pieces and then went from short to long in 
each category. I worked on this file throughout the week, every time a new sketch came in I 
completed the steps to accomplish the tasks. After working on the excel files I then learned how 
to make the boards for the Spring 2019 collection. The boards are organized into categories with 
the final SKU counts and then reorganized by price from open, mid, high, and luxe. In the price 
categories they are then arranged from least to most expensive. My supervisor put in the price 
buckets for each design when they were established. Once the price buckets were entered in I then 
printed the designs out, cut them, and pinned them to their appropriate category on the board. I 
used my knowledge of making mood boards to make sure everything was extremely neat and easy 
to look at. I learned that the boards would later be used in meetings in design, merchandise, and 
corporate meetings. The first meeting would be for the designers to see what types of designs they 
have in their collection and how they want to edit the pieces by either creating more of a certain 
design category or eliminating some and making sure they hit the SKU counts for each category. 
After completing this task, I then helped a designer scan in her embroidery pieces she was looking 
into for the Spring 2019 collection and photographed them to enter them into GCS. In order to 
prepare myself for future bookings of how to enter information in. I worked on the jewelry 
bookings for Resort 2019. These bookings weren’t final due to the market term not being finished 
yet, but the numbers were used for practice to prepare me for when the final bookings were 
complete. I learned how to enter in wholesale $ bookings by true booked and price booked in excel. 
I also learned how to create the pivot tables I would need in order to gather my information and 
for the final booking excel sheet and keep everything clear and organized. With this task I also 
learned how to do a VR Style Master in GCS which is a different way to export information from 
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GCS. The VR Style Master allows one to enter in specific categories they want when it is exported 
in order to eliminate unused data that causes a larger more disorganized excel sheet export. This 
tool was very useful because it made the bookings task much more clear and organized to find the 
information I needed versus searching through loads of columns. After much learning I was able 
to complete the bookings tasks and create a note sheet for myself to understand how I completed 
the tasks to help me in the future final bookings Resort 2019 task. Overall this week I was able to 
learn a lot about tasks that needed to be conducted pre, during, and post collections in ready to 
wear and accessories.  
 
Week 1 Hours: 284 
Total Hours: 52 
 


